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2-CATEGORICAL EXTENSION OF COHEN-MONTGOMERY
DUALITY AND DERIVED EQUIVALENCES
ABSTRACT. This report mainly explains a result of the preprint [2] arXiv:0905.3884
that given a group $G$ the 2-category of small categories with G-action and G-equivariant
functors is 2-equivalent to the 2-category of small G-graded categories and degree-
preserving functors.
, $G$ , $k$ , , , ,
$k$- . [6] , Cohen Montgomery
.
. $G$ $n$ , $G$- $A$ , $G$- $B$
.
$(A*G)\# G\cong M_{n}(A)$
$(B\# G)*G\cong M_{n}(B)$ .
, $*$ , $\#$ , $M_{n}$ $n$ .
, $A$ 1 , $M_{n}(A)$ $n$




(3) , 2- 2-
.
(1) $[$ 3, 9$]$ , (2) $[$ 5, 1 $]$ , (3)
. , $G$ ,
$\bullet$ $G$- 2- G-Cat $G$- 2- $G$-GrCat
,
$\bullet$ ( ) 2- $?/G:$ G-Cat $arrow G$-GrCat
, 2- $?\# G:$ G-GrCat $arrow G$-Cat ,
$\bullet$ 2 2- 2 .
, ( [4, 8] ) 2- ,
2- , 2- (
) , 2- . , 2-
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. ( , ,
. $)$
1 2- G-Cat , 2 2- $G$-GrCat .
G-GrCat [1] . ,
2- . 3 , $G$-
, 4 , $G$- .
5 . 6 ,




1.1. $C$ $A:Garrow$ Aut $(C)$ $(C, A)$ , $G$- $G-$
. $a\in G$ $A_{a}:=A(a)$ . G-
$A$ , $C=(C, A)$ .
12. $k$- $k$- ,
2- k-Cat .
13. $G$ 1 $*$ ( $k$- ) , $G$-
, $A:Garrow k$-Cat $($ , $C:=\overline{A}(*),$ $A:=\overline{A}|_{End(*)})$ .
$\mathcal{B}\in k$-Cat , $\triangle \mathcal{B}:=$ ( $\mathcal{B}$ , $G$- ) $G$- .
12. $G$- .
14. $C,$ $C’$ $G$- , $E:Carrow C’$ . $E$ ,





, $(E, \rho)$ $G$- . $\rho_{a}$ ,
$a\in G$ $A_{a}E=EA_{a}$ , $E$ $G$- .
15. k-Cat $F:\mathcal{B}arrow \mathcal{B}’$ $\triangle F=(F, \mathbb{I}):\triangle \mathcal{B}arrow\triangle \mathcal{B}’$
$G$- .
1.3. G- .
16. $(E, \rho),$ $(E’, \rho’):Carrow C’$ $G$- . $(E, \rho)$ $(E’, \rho’)$
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$G$- .
1.7. $Carrow C’(E,\rho)arrow C’’(E’,\rho’)$ $G$- $G$- ,
$(E’, \rho’)(E, \rho):=(E’E, ((E’\rho_{a})(\rho_{a}’E))_{a\in G}):Carrow C’’$





$\bullet$ 2- $G$- .
$\bullet$ .
$\bullet$ 2- , .
2- G-Cat .
19. $\triangle$ 2- $\Delta$ :k-Cat $arrow G$-Cat .
2. 2- G-GrCat
, $G$- 2- . 2- ,
, 2- .
2.1. (1) $\mathcal{B}$ $k$- $D:=(\mathcal{B}(\tau, y)=\oplus_{a\in G}\mathcal{B}^{a}(x, y))_{x,y\in \mathcal{B}}$
$(\mathcal{B}, D)$ , $x,$ $y,$ $z\in \mathcal{B}$ $a,$ $b\in G$ , $\mathcal{B}^{b}(y, z)\cdot \mathcal{B}^{a}(x, y)\subseteq \mathcal{B}^{ba}(x, z)$
, G- . $f\in \mathcal{B}^{a}(x, y)(a\in G, x, y\in \mathcal{B})$ , $\deg f:=a$
.
(2) $G$- $H:\mathcal{B}arrow \mathcal{A}$ $r$ :obj $(\mathcal{B})arrow G$ $(H, r)$ ,
$x,$ $y\in \mathcal{B}$ $a\in G$
$H(\mathcal{B}^{r_{y}a}(x, y))\subseteq \mathcal{A}^{ar_{x}}(Hx, Hy)$
, . $r$ $H$ .
$G$ 1 , $H$ .
(3) $(H, r),$ $(I, s):\mathcal{B}arrow \mathcal{A}$ $G$- . $\theta:Harrow I$
, $x\in \mathcal{B}$ , $\theta x\in \mathcal{A}^{s_{\overline{x}^{1}}r_{x}}(Hx, Ix)$ , $(H, r)$
$(I, s)$ .
.
22. $\mathcal{B}arrow \mathcal{B}’(H,r)arrow \mathcal{B}’’(H’,r’)$ $G$ ,
$(H’, r’)(H, r):=(H’H, (r_{x}r_{Hx}’)_{x\in B}):\mathcal{B}arrow \mathcal{B}’’$







$\bullet$ 2- , .
2- $G$-GrCat .
3.
, $C$ G- , $\mathcal{B}$ .
.
3.1. G- .
, [1, \S 1]
3.1. $F:Carrow \mathcal{B}$ . $F$ , $\phi_{a}:Farrow$
$FA_{a}$ $\phi:=(\phi_{a})_{a\in G}$ , $a,$ $b\in G$ .
, $(F,$ $\phi)$ G- . , $\mathcal{B}=\triangle \mathcal{B}$ $G-$
.
3.2. $\phi_{1}=I_{F}$ , $a\in G$ , $\phi_{a}^{-1}=\phi_{a^{-1}}A_{a}$ .
32. G- .
33. $(F,$ $\phi),$ $(F’,$ $\phi’)$ $G$- $Carrow \mathcal{B}$ , $\eta:Farrow F’$ .






34. $G$- $Carrow \mathcal{B}$ . Inv $(C, \mathcal{B})$
.
1.7 .
3.5. $(F, \phi):Carrow \mathcal{B}$ $G$- $H:\mathcal{B}arrow \mathcal{A}$ , $H(F, \phi):=$
$(HF, (H\phi_{a})_{a\in G}):Carrow \mathcal{A}$ $G$- .
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33. G- .
36. $(F, \phi)$ : $Carrow \mathcal{B}$ G- , $x,$ $y\in C$ . k- $F_{x,y}^{(1)},$ $F_{x,y}^{(2)}$
.
$F_{x,y}^{(1)}: \bigoplus_{a\in G}C(A_{a}x, y)$
$arrow$ $\mathcal{B}(Fx, Fy),$
$(f_{a})_{a\in G} \mapsto\sum_{a\in G}F(f_{a})\cdot\phi_{a^{X}}$
$F_{x,y}^{(2)}: \bigoplus_{b\in G_{I}}C(x, A_{b}y)$
$arrow$ $\mathcal{B}(Fx, Fy),$
$(f_{b})_{b\in G} \mapsto\sum_{b\in C_{I}}\phi_{b^{-1}}(A_{b}y)\cdot F(f_{b})$
3.7. $F_{x}^{(2}$ $F_{x,y}^{(2)}$ .
38. $(F, \phi):Carrow \mathcal{B}$ $G$- .
(1) $(F, \phi)$ , $x,$ $y\in C$ $F_{x,y}^{(1)}$ , $G$- .
( 3.7 , $F_{x,y}^{(2)}$ .)
(2) $(F, \phi)$ $G$- , $F$ ( $y\in \mathcal{B}$ $x\in C$
$Fx\cong y$ ) , $(F, \phi)$ $G$ .
4.
4.1. $G$- .
4.1. (1) $G$- $C\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $G$- $C/G$ , $C$ $G$
(cf. [5, 7]).
$\bullet$ obj $(C/G):=$ obj $(C)$ .
$\bullet$ $x,$ $y\in C/Gl^{\vee}$. ,
$(C/G)(x, y):= \bigoplus_{a\in G}(C/G)^{a}(x, y)$ .
, $a\in Gl^{\vee}$. , $(C/G)^{a}(x, y):=C(A_{a}x, y)$ .
$\bullet$ $f:xarrow y,$ $g:yarrow z$ in $C/G\#\vee$ ,
$gf;=(\begin{array}{ll}\Sigma g_{b}\cdot A_{b}(f_{a})a.b\in C^{v} ba=c \end{array})$
(2) $P:Carrow C/G$ .
$\bullet$ $C$ $x$ , $Px:=x$ ,
$\bullet$ $C$ $f$ , $Pf;=(\delta_{a,1}f)_{a\in G}$ .
(3) $c\in G,$ $x\in Cl_{}^{\vee}$ , $\psi_{C}x:=(\delta_{a,c}I_{\Lambda_{C}x})_{a\in G}\in(C/G)(Px, PA_{c}x)$ .
42. $c\in G$ , $\psi_{c}:(\psi_{c^{X}})_{x\in C}:Parrow PA_{c}$ ,
$\psi:=(\psi_{C})_{c\in G}$ $P$ , $(P, \psi)$ : $Carrow C/G$ $G$- .
43. $C=R$ ( $=$ 1 ) , $R/G$
$R*G$ ( ) .
44. .
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(1) $(P, \psi)$ G- .
(2) $(P, \psi)$ , $C$ G- . , G-
$(F_{\grave{J}}\phi)$ : $Carrow \mathcal{B}$ , $(F, \phi)=H(P, \psi)$ $H:C/Garrow \mathcal{B}$
.
, .
45. $(P, \psi)$ 2- . ,
$(P, \psi)^{*}$ : Fun $(C/G, \mathcal{B})arrow$ Inv $(C, \mathcal{B})$
, ( ). , Fun $(C/G, \mathcal{B})$ , $C/G$ $\mathcal{B}$
.
\S 6. 1 .
46. $C=k$ , $G$ $C/G=kG$ . $\mathcal{B}=$
Modk k- , Fun($kG$ , Mod k) $=$ Modk$G$ $kG$- ,
Inv(k, Mod k) $=Rep_{k}G$ $G$ $k$- . , ,
$Rep_{k}G\cong$ Mod $kG$ .
4.7. , 4.5 ,
lk-Cat $(C/G, \mathcal{B})\cong G$-Cat $(C, \triangle \mathcal{B})$
. , $(?/G)$ G-GrCat $arrow k$-Cat , $\triangle$
.
42. G- .
48. G- $(F, \phi)$ : $Carrow \mathcal{B}$ .
(1) $(F, \phi)$ G$=$ .
(2) $(F, \phi)$ G$=$ , $C$ G$=$ .
(3) $(F, \phi)$ $C$ G$=$ .
(4) G$=$ $(F, \phi)\cong H(P, \psi)$ $H:C/Garrow \mathcal{B}$ .
(5) $(F, \phi)=H(P, \psi)$ $H:C/Garrow \mathcal{B}$ .
43. G- G- . 1.7 (1) .
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} E,\rho)$ $F\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
4.9. (1) $C,$ $C’$ $G$- , $\mathcal{B}$ , $C^{/}arrow Carrow \mathcal{B}$ $(E, \rho)$ $G$-
, $(F, \phi)$ G- . ,
$(F, \phi)(E, \rho):=(FE, ((F\rho_{a})(\phi_{a}E))_{a\in G}):C’arrow \mathcal{B}$
, $G$- .
(2) $(E, \rho)$ $G$- $(F, \phi)$ $G$- , $(F, \phi)(E, \rho)$
, G- . , $C’/G$ $\mathcal{B}$ .
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5.
5.1. $G$- $\mathcal{B}$ $\mathcal{B}\neq G$ $G$- .
$\bullet$ $obj(\mathcal{B}\# G):=$ obi $(\mathcal{B})\cross G$ . $x\in \mathcal{B}$ $a\in G$ , $x^{(a)}$ $:=(x, a)$ .
$\bullet$ $x^{(a)},$ $y^{(b)}\in \mathcal{B}\neq Gl^{\vee}$. , $(\mathcal{B}\neq G)(x^{(a)}, y^{(b)}):=\mathcal{B}^{b^{-1}a}(x, y)$
$\bullet$ $x^{(a)},$ $y^{(b)},$ $z^{(c)}\in \mathcal{B}\# G$ , .
$(\mathcal{B}\neq G)(y^{(b)}, z^{(c)})\cross(\mathcal{B}\neq G)(\prime r^{(a)}, y^{(b)})arrow(\mathcal{B}\neq G)(\tau^{(a)}, z^{(c)})$
$\Vert$ $\Vert$
$\mathcal{B}^{c^{-1}b}(y, z)\cross \mathcal{B}^{b^{-1}a}(x, y)$ $arrow$ $\mathcal{B}^{c^{-1}a}(x, z)$ ,
, $\mathcal{B}$ .
52. $\mathcal{B}\# G$ G- .
Proof. $c\in G$ $x^{(a)}\in \mathcal{B}\# G$ ’, $A_{c}x^{(a)}$ $:=x^{(c,0)}$ . $f\in(\mathcal{B}\neq G)(x^{(a)}, y^{(b)})=\square$$\mathcal{B}^{b^{-1}a}(x, y)=(\mathcal{B}\neq G)(x^{(ca)}, y^{(cb)})l^{\vee}$. , $A$ $f:=f$ .
53. $G$- $\mathcal{B}$ $Q_{\mathcal{B},G}:=Q:\mathcal{B}\# Garrow \mathcal{B}$ .
$\bullet$ $x^{(a)}\in \mathcal{B}\# G$ , $Q(x^{(a)})=x$
$\bullet$ $f\in(\mathcal{B}\# G)(x^{(a)}, y^{(b)})=\mathcal{B}^{b^{-1}a}(x, y)$ , $Q(f):=f$ .
54. $a\in G$ , $Q=QA_{a}$ , $Q=(Q, I):\mathcal{B}\# Garrow \mathcal{B}$ $G$-
. , $Q$ G- $(P, \psi)$ : $\mathcal{B}\# Garrow(\mathcal{B}\# G)/G$
. , $Q=H(P, \psi)$ . $H:(\mathcal{B}\# G)/Garrow \mathcal{B}$ 1
.
55. (1) $G$ , $\mathcal{B}=R=\oplus_{a\in G}R_{a}$ G- , $R\# G=$
$(R_{b^{-1}a})_{(a,b)\in G\cross G}$ . $(G$ . ,
$0.$ )
(2) $k$ , $\mathcal{B}=R$ , $T(R):=R\ltimes Hom_{k}(R, k)$ . $R$
$0,$ $Hom_{k}(R, k)$ $-1$ $T(R)$ $\mathbb{Z}$- ,
$T(R)\#\mathbb{Z}$ $\hat{R}$ .
6. 2-
6. 1. 2- .
6.1. $(E, \rho),$ $(E’, \rho’):Carrow C’$ G-Cat , $\eta:(E, \rho)arrow(E’, \rho’)$ G-Cat 2-
. , $(P, \psi):Carrow C/G,$ $(P’, \psi’):C’arrow C’/G$ . 49
$(P’, \psi’)\eta:(P’, \psi’)(E, \rho)arrow(P’, \psi’)(E’, \rho’)$ Inv $(C, C’/G)$ . ,
$(P, \psi)^{*}$ :Fun$(C/G,C’/G)arrow$ Inv $(C, C’/G)$ , .
$(E, \rho)/G:=$ $(P, \psi)^{*-1}((P’, \psi’)(E, \rho))$ ,
$\eta/G$ $:=$ $(P, \psi)^{*-1}((P’\psi’)\eta)$ .
22
.$\eta/G$ , $x\in C$ #
$(\eta/G)Px:=P’(\eta x)\in(C’/G)^{1}(((E, \rho)/G)Px, ((E’, \rho’)/G)Px)$
. , $(E, \rho)/G$ , $\eta/G$ $G$-GrCat
2 .
62. 2-
$?/G:$ G-Cat $arrow G$-GrCat
.
62. 2- .
6.3. $G$-GrCat $(H, r):\mathcal{B}arrow \mathcal{B}’$ , G-Cat $(H, r)\# G:\mathcal{B}\# Garrow$
$\mathcal{B}’\# G$ .
$\bullet$ $x^{(a)}\in \mathcal{B}\# G$ ,
$((H, r)\neq G)(x^{(a)}):=(Hx)^{(ar_{x})}$ .
$\bullet$ $f\in(\mathcal{B}\neq G)(x^{(a)}, y^{(b)})=\mathcal{B}^{b^{-1}a}(x, y)$
$((H, r)\# G)(f):=H(f)$ .
, $\mathcal{B}^{\prime r_{y}^{-1}b^{-1}ar_{x}}(Hx,, Hy)=(\mathcal{B}’\neq G)((Hx)^{(ar_{x})}, (Hy)^{(br_{y})})$ .
$(H, r)\# G$ $G-$ , $(H, r)\# G=((H, r)\# G, 1)$ : $\mathcal{B}\# Garrow$
$\mathcal{B}’\neq G$ $G$-Cat .
$(H’)r’):\mathcal{B}arrow \mathcal{B}’$ $G- GrCat$ $\theta:(H, r)arrow(H’, r’)$ 2- .
$\theta\# G:(H, r)\# Garrow(H’, r’)\# G$ $x^{(a)}\in \mathcal{B}\# G$ ,
$(\theta\# G)x^{(a)}:=\theta x$
. $\theta\# G$ , G-Cat 2- .
64. 2-
$?\# G:G- GrCatarrow G$-Cat
.
23
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63. .
65. 2- $?/G,$ $?\# G$ 2 , 2- .
2- G-Cat $G$-GrCat 2- . , 4 2-
$\in:$ $11_{G}$ $arrow$ $(?\neq G)(?/G)$






$\epsilon_{\acute{c}^{\xi j}c}$ $=$ $I_{C}$ , (6. 1)
$\in c\epsilon_{C}’$ $\cong$ $I_{(C/G)\# G}$ , (6.2)
$\omega_{B}’\omega_{\mathcal{B}}$ $=$ $n_{B}$ , (6.3)
$\omega_{B}\omega_{B}’$ $\cong$ $I_{(B\# G)/G}$ , (6.4)
, $C\in G$-Cat $\mathcal{B}\in G-$GrCat , $\in’c$ $G-$ ,
$\omega_{B}$ . , $\in$ $\omega’$ 2- .
, $?/G$ $?\# G$ 2- . ,
(6.5)





7.1. (1) $\mathcal{A}$ , $\mathcal{A}$ Modk $\mathcal{A}$-
. Mod $\mathcal{A}$ .
(2) $F:\mathcal{A}arrow \mathcal{B}$ , $F$ : Mod $\mathcal{B}arrow$ Mod $C$ $FM:=MoF$
. $F$ . $F$ $F$. . $F$. $F$ .
72. (1) $G$- $C$ , Mod $C$ , $G$- $aX:=XoA_{\overline{a}}^{1}(\forall a\in G,$ $X\in$
Mod $C)$ , $G$- .
(2) $X\in$ Mod $C$ , $X\cong C(-, x_{t})\oplus\cdots\oplus C(-, x_{n})$ $x_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $x_{n}\in C$
, .
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(3) $C$- , Mod $C$ $prjC$ , $\mathcal{K}^{b}(prjC)$
$prjC$ [ . $\mathcal{K}^{b}(prjC)$ G-
.
7.3. (1) $\mathcal{K}^{b}$ (prj $C$ ) $E$ , $Cl$
:
$($ a $)$ $\mathcal{K}^{b}($prj $C)(U, V[i])=0$ $U,$ $V\in E$ $i\neq 0$ ;
(b) $C(-, x)\in$ thick $E$ $x\in C$ . , thick $E$ $E$
thick , , $E$ ,
, $\mathcal{K}^{b}$ (prj $C$ ) .
(2) $\mathcal{K}^{b}$ (prj $C$ ) $E$ , $\alpha U\in E$ $U\in E$ $\alpha\in G$
, $G$ - .
(3) 2 $C$ $C’$ , $\mathcal{D}(ModC)$ $\mathcal{D}(ModC’)$
, .
74. $P:Carrow C/G$ , P. $G$-




75. $C$ , $G$- $E$ , $C/G$ $E/G$
.
49(2) .
76. $C$ $C$ ‘ $G$- . $C$ # $G$- $E$ , $G$-
$Earrow C’$ , $C/G$ $C’/G$ .
8.
, $G$ 2 $\{a|a^{2}=1\rangle$ , $k$ .
8.1. $(C/G)\# G\simeq C$ .






$a$ $Q$ $Q$ $(\begin{array}{ll}122’ 33’12^{7}23’ 3\end{array})=(22’)(33’)$ , $a$
. $kQ/G$
25







$a_{1}^{2}=e_{1},$ $\{_{a_{2}a_{2}’=e_{2}}^{a_{2’}a_{2}=e_{2}},$ $’\{$ $a_{3’}o_{3}=e_{3}a’ a_{3}’=e_{3’}’\{$ $a_{2’}\alpha’=\alpha a_{1}a_{2}\alpha=\alpha’a_{1},$ $\{\begin{array}{l}a_{3}\beta=\beta’a_{2}a_{3’}\beta’=\beta a_{2’} .\end{array}$
$\mathcal{B}$ ( $=$ )










$(C/G)\# G$ $C$ $M_{2}(C)$ ( $x$ , $x$ 1
) . , $(C/G)\# G$ $C$ .
82. $(\mathcal{B}\# G)/G\simeq \mathcal{B}$ .
$G$- $\mathcal{B}$ (chark ) . $G$- ,










, (1 1) $(2^{(1)}2^{(a)})(3^{(1)}3^{(a)})$ $G$-
. $(\mathcal{B}\# G)/G$ , $\mathcal{B}$ $\lambda’I_{2}(\mathcal{B})$ $\mathcal{B}$ .
8.3. $SL(2,4)$ Brou\’e .
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A :




, char $k=2$ , $\Lambda$ , $kSL(2,4)$
, , Brauer . Brou\’e , A
$\Pi$ . , chark $=2$
. $\Lambda$ , $G$- :A , $\deg(\alpha_{1})=\deg(\beta_{1}):=a$
1. $\Pi$ , $\deg(\beta_{1})=\deg(\beta_{2}):=a$ 1. $A\# G$
$\Pi\# G$ , ,
$\Lambda\# G\cong T(A)$ , $\Pi\# G\cong T(B)$ (8.1)










$///$ $\backslash \backslash \backslash$
$2$
/ $\backslash$ 3
$B:=(l^{/\backslash }//^{4}\backslash \backslash 1|$
65
, $R$ , $T(R)$ $R$ $DR:=Hom_{k}(R, k)$ $R\ltimes DR$
. (8.1) $G$- $T(A)$ $T(B)$ $G$-
, $a(x)$ $:=x+3(mod 6)$
. ,
$\Lambda\simeq T(A)/G$ , $\Pi\simeq T(B)/G$ (8.2)
. $\mathcal{K}^{b}$ (Pri $A$ ) $E$ 6 :
$T_{i}:=\underline{e_{i}A}(i=2,3,5,6),$ $T_{1}:=(e_{2}A\oplus e_{3}A(\alpha,\beta)arrow e_{1}A),$
$T_{4};=(e_{5}A\oplus e_{6}Aarrow e_{4}A)(\epsilon,\zeta)$ .
, . , $E$ ,
$\psi:Earrow B$ , $B$ $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $6$ $T_{i}\mapsto i$
. , Rickard [10] $\mathcal{K}^{b}$ (prj $T(A)$ ) $E’$
$\psi’:E’arrow T(B)$ . $\psi’$ $G$-
27
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. 7.6 $T(A)/G$ $T(B)/G$ . $($ 8.2 $)$
, A $\Pi$ .
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